Set Your Sights On These High Powered Performers From Fine Lawn Research.

**Finelawn 88 Semi-Dwarf.**
- True semi-dwarf low growth habit
- Tight dense turf
- Establishes quickly
- Extensive, deep root system
- Attractive dark green color
- Moderately fine leaf surface
- Excellent heat and drought tolerance
- Good disease resistance

**Finelawn 5GL Tall Fescue.**
- Outstanding heat and drought tolerance
- Excellent resistance to frost and winter freezes
- Grows well in shade
- Very good wear tolerance
- Exceptionally high summer density
- Low growth habit
- Superior resistance to leaf spot and brown patch
- Performs well under low maintenance conditions

---
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Adams Publishing Corporation and Arbor Age Magazine are proud to present

Dr. Alex Shigo

with his latest programs on modern arboriculture

March 11 & 12, 1994
Los Angeles Hilton & Towers
Los Angeles, California

March 14 & 15, 1994
Santa Clara Convention Center
Santa Clara, California

PRODUCED BY TREE CARE EDUCATORS

Day 1

“The Tree System Above and Below Ground”

Friday, March 11
Los Angeles
and
Monday, March 14
Santa Clara
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. both locations

Dr. Shigo will look at not only the biological workings of trees, but how the elements of whole ecosystems—trees, plants, and humans—interact with and affect each other.

Day 2

“Chemicals, Chemistry and Trees”

Saturday, March 12
Los Angeles
and
Tuesday, March 15
Santa Clara
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. both locations

Chemicals can help or harm trees, but one doesn’t have to be a chemist to understand them. Dr. Shigo will examine herbicides, pesticides, fungicides, and how they work.

To reserve space call John Kirkland at (503) 254-0482

♦ Cost: $68 per class ♦
♦ Take Day 1 and Day 2 for $120.00 ♦
♦ 6 ISA Credits for each day ♦

Coming April 6 & 7

Dr. Alex Shigo and Dr. Claus Mattheck present “Tree Hazards: The Ultimate Session.”

A blending of biology and physics by these two world authorities makes this a not-to-be-missed seminar on the physical structure of trees. A truly rare opportunity. Contact John Kirkland at Tree Care Educators, 605 SE 70th Ave., Portland, OR 97215, (503) 254-0482.

SPONSORED BY TREE CARE EDUCATORS
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10 UTILITY VEHICLES: MEET YOUR NEEDS
Utility vehicles are among the most versatile sports turf management tools — getting from point A to point B is often the least of their capabilities. Selecting the best utility vehicle for your needs starts with doing your "homework" before you step on the showroom floor.

13 GETTING AHEAD WITH BASEPATH RENOVATION
Keeping basepaths in top shape doesn’t have to be a tough job, particularly if they’re maintained daily. Baseball City’s Michael P. Matherne offers tips and techniques for handling these critical areas.

15 MAN OF THE YEAR: KENT KURTZ
Educator and first executive director of the STMA, Dr. Kent Kurtz has led the fight to make quality, safe surfaces available to athletes of all ages.

18 THICK-CUT SOD: WEIGHT FOR STABILITY
Looking for an emergency replacement solution to damaged turf under less than ideal weather or scheduling conditions? Thick-cut sod, by virtue of its weight, may provide the answer.
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CORRECTION: In last month’s article on nematodes, Dr. Harry Kayo’s name was inadvertently misspelled. We apologize to Dr. Kayo and regret any confusion this may have caused.

ON THE COVER: Thick-cut sod application at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena, CA, in preparation for Super Bowl XXVII. Photo courtesy: West Coast Turf.
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

By Greg Petry

Now that STMA's Annual Conference and Exhibition is over and we enter the new year, it's time to redouble our planning efforts for another successful year. Planning is already underway for our next conference, slated for late January or early February 1994 in Florida. Dr. Henry Indyk and Eugene Mayer will visit several potential sites with members from the Florida area to select the event's location.

I hope you too are looking ahead, planning for a successful year at work and at home. "Planning" itself is sometimes difficult — often next to impossible during the busy times. But planning is everything.

Throughout the many presentations Dr. Richard Caton has made to STMA, he has emphasized that "proper planning prevents poor performance." Fail to plan, Caton admonishes, and we should surely plan to fail.

STMA has embraced Caton's comments. A concerted, ongoing planning effort for 1994, involving many members, began in early November. Our committees formed and goals and objectives were established for the coming year. In December, I met with our primary STMA staff, Bret Kelsey, Lisa Bruno, and Carrie Haines to outline what we will accomplish in 1994.

Right up front, I have to say that 1994 is a transition year for STMA, a rebuilding year. It's going to be the first time in three years that we are operating on a balanced budget, with perhaps a small surplus at the end of the year. Maintaining our stability is a major goal. To reach this goal, and grow in the process, the board and committees are planning activities well within our current financial structure. Steve Guise and Joe Ardolino are working very closely with me and the STMA staff to plan a 1994 budget that is achievable.

However, we believe there will also be some revenue growth as our commercial members continue to show support through sponsorship. Much needed revenues are generated through sponsorships, ads in the STMA newsletter and membership directory, and various events and functions.

Membership growth is also expected. PBI-Gordon, an avid supporter of STMA, has offered to place STMA membership applications in their major promotional materials. This is both a tremendous idea and opportunity for us. We would like to implement this type of membership drive with as many commercial vendors as possible. Membership applications can be placed in promotional material, billing invoices, newsletters, etc. If you would like to participate in this, please contact STMA. Also, a target market direct mail membership drive is being planned by the membership committee after they design and produce a new membership brochure.

Many people have stepped up to volunteer time to accomplish our goals of:
1. Continued momentum.
2. An end-of-year financial surplus.
3. Strong working committees.

The time and resources given to STMA by these volunteers will enable our organization to provide its services at minimal cost. My heartfelt thanks go to all of you who have volunteered to assist the board and STMA staff in planning and administering our programs and activities.

Board members, committees, and the STMA staff have been planning for success in 1994 and are already looking at 1995. I hope that you too are planning for a productive and enjoyable new year. Best wishes for a healthy new year.

January 1994

STMA CHAPTER NEWS

The Heartland Chapter: STMA — STMA's newest regional chapter is taking shape in the Kansas City area. Mark Diller, sports turf manager, Johnson County Parks and Recreation, is serving as acting president. Also assisting in the organizational efforts is Jack Schwarz of J.S. Sports Turf, Liberty, MO. These individuals made a fact-finding trek to the national meeting in Baltimore, where they made contacts with STMA members of other regional chapters to get the ball rolling.

Those in the heartland area interested in learning more about the chapter — and especially those willing and able to pitch in during this organizational process — are urged to contact Mark Diller, (913) 782-7625 or Jack Schwarz at (816) 792-2808 or (800) 344-8870.

The Southern California Chapter: STMA — The Southern California Chapter will hold a "Keys to Turf Renovation Workshop" on Wednesday, February 9, 1994, at MiraCosta College, Oceanside, CA. Registration opens at 7 a.m. at the MiraCosta College Mini Theater, Room 3601.

Morning sessions begin at 7:30 a.m. with a Weed and Turf Identification Quiz, followed by an 8 a.m. opening by Wanda Poindexter of MiraCosta College. Morning educational sessions in the Mini Theater include: Turf Variety Selection, Wear and Disease Tolerance presented by Steve Cockerham, Superintendent of Agriculture, University of California Riverside; Pregeneration of Seed for Quick Cover, presented by Mike Tarantino, grounds supervisor, Poway Unified School District; Field Fertility — What Is My Field Missing? presented by Steve Griggs, branch manager, TrueGreen-ChemLawn, San Diego; and Irrigation Tune-Up Annual Adjustments, presented by Craig Delahouke, regional manager, Hunter Industries.

The workshop moves to the MiraCosta College Athletic Field Complex-Softball Field at 10:30 a.m. for the I.D. Quiz Review-Confirmation of Answers, presented by David Shaw, University of California Cooperative Extension. The Trade and Equipment Show opens at 11 a.m.

At 1 p.m. a panel on renovation will share its experience. Two field techniques and equipment demonstration groups will take place at 1:30 p.m. and be repeated at 2:30 p.m., enabling attendees to switch fields and see both demonstrations.

The workshop will close following the 3:30 p.m. raffle.

For additional information on the workshop or the Southern California Chapter, contact Chris Bunnell, (619) 432-4221, Steve Wightman, (619) 525-8272, or Stephen Guise, (714) 578-0215.

Midwest Chapter: STMA — The Midwest Chapter will hold its annual meeting and luncheon on March 24, 1994, at the Schaumburg Golf Club, Schaumburg, IL. The tentative meeting time is 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Further details will soon be announced.

continued on page 9
Shared Interests

In his President's Message this month, STMA president Greg Petry discusses specialty chemical manufacturer PBI-Gordon's offer to include STMA membership applications in its promotional literature. This bodes well for STMA's new governing regime. Although they've been "in office" for only a little more than a month, it looks like Petry and the new board have already accomplished something substantial in this arrangement between STMA and PBI-Gordon. It's a perfect example of the teamwork required between commercial interest and professional trade organizations if both want to grow through the '90s.

I suspect some will view this arrangement with trepidation, perhaps questioning the motives of commercial interests in "helping" the association, perhaps wondering if the association "sells" a piece of itself in the process. Those questions will always exist and they should be asked — each arrangement of this kind should be reviewed by both entities with eyes wide open. "Purists" will argue that once you give commercial interests a foothold in your organization, you lose control of your destiny. You'll be "used" as nothing more than a market, and tossed away once that market is saturated.

The bottom-line is making money, right? Would any commercial entity be interested in STMA if it didn't hold financial potential? The answers to both questions are yes — and no. To view these affiliations in purely black-and-white terms, good or evil, one way or the other without degree, is both close-minded and naive. Yes, commercial interests want — no, need — to find new markets and new groups to sell to. They need to make money. They are also interested in groups and markets that offer money-making potential. But to see profit as their sole motivation is unfair and uninformed. There are "commercial" people and companies who have done as much to foster the growth of STMA as those in the general membership, people like Eugene Mayer of O.M. Scott & Sons, Bob Tracinski of John Deere. To paint them all with the same brush, to simply assume that profit is their only motivation, is a form of elitist ignorance, a form of bigotry. It's also self-defeating.

As sports turf managers, and as an industry, you want to be seen as a viable market — it's where your power lies. Numbers, in terms of membership growth are important to the health of the organization, but true clout will stem from its economic strength — the collective buying power of its members. Quantify and solidify that, and you become a force to be reckoned with.

Arrangements like the one Petry mentions between STMA and PBI-Gordon aren't a "necessary evil," they're just plain necessary and will become more so in the future. Carefully planned and implemented, commercial affiliations and arrangements don't harm STMA. They help it grow.

Matthew Trulio
Walla Walla Wins Deere Golf Tournament

The Walla Walla Country Club team from Walla Walla, WA, took first place in the recent seventh annual John Deere Team Championship Golf Tournament. The event was held on the Dunes Course at La Quinta Hotel Golf and Tennis Resort in La Quinta, CA.

Members of the winning team are: Jeff Jackson, club superintendent; Steve Stull, golf professional; Jeff Thomas, club manager; Pete Peery, club president; and Gary Santo, distributor representative. They competed against 30 teams from across the U.S. and Canada to win the international title.

Competing teams were composed of a golf professional, a golf course superintendent, a club manager and a club president (or two members from the board of directors), and representative from the local John Deere golf and turf distributor.

Each team won its slot in the tournament finals by competing at a regional golf tournament in its home area. A total of 885 teams participated in 30 local tournaments in preparation for the event.

"Once again, the tournament finals offered great competition," said Jeff Gredvig, general manager of Deere's Lawn and Grounds Division. "Each qualifying team is made up of serious golfers who have earned their slots by successfully competing at the local level. Their knowledge of what it takes to design and maintain a golf course makes them students of the game and sharp competitors."

Gredvig presented checks to the presidents of the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America (GCSAA) and the Canadian Golf Superintendents Association (CGSA) at the awards banquet following the tournament. In his remarks, Gredvig expressed Deere's commitment to support the associations. Again this year, the company contributed $20 per participating team.

Randy Nichols, president of GCSAA, received a check for $14,080, which represented the 704 U.S. teams competing. Accepting the check on behalf of the CGSA was Mark Dufrene, the organization's president.

All members of the winning team received a personalized championship ring. All members of the first-through-third-place teams received a glass trophy. Individual prizes for first-through-tenth place are based on team scores and consist of cash prizes for professional golfers and gift certificates for amateur players.
Utility Vehicles... 

Defining your utility vehicle needs, such as towing a topdresser, is critical to successful selection. Photo courtesy: Ransomes America Corporation.

... Meet Your Needs

Consider the classic "utility" player in professional baseball. He can handle both infield and outfield chores. He can hit competently, though is far from a batting champ. His foot speed is not blazing, yet he runs well enough. His is not "the best" at anything. Instead, he is good at a number of things, and that versatility makes him invaluable.

The same can be said for many of today's utility vehicles. While no one unit, light-, medium-, or heavy-duty can meet all your needs, utility vehicles are among the most versatile sports turf management tools. Getting from point A to point B is the least of their capabilities. Utility vehicles can be used to haul cargo, from tools to materials like fertilizer and topdressing. They can be used to tow implements, such as aerators and spreaders. Outfitted with the proper equipment, they can serve as sprayers. The possibilities are unlimited.

Transforming those possibilities into realities begins with choosing the best utility vehicle for your needs, and that starts with defining them. Before you even begin to look for a vehicle, you'll want to sit down and make a precise list of your needs. Are you looking for simple transportation? Do you need a vehicle that not only moves people, but also has some hauling capacity? Will the vehicle constantly carry heavy payloads, or pull implements for hours on end? Just as buying something too light for heavy use is a mistake, so too is overspending for a heavy-duty model that will never see anything but light use — that's an inefficient use of financial resources, and these days those resources are tough to come by.

There are three basic categories of utility vehicles. In general, light-duty utility vehicles have a payload capacity of 500 pounds or less. Medium-duty utility vehicles have payload capacities up to 1,000 pounds. The toughest and most powerful utility vehicles have up to 2,000-pound payload capacities.

From the Ground Up

Whether a utility vehicle is light-, medium-, or heavy-duty, it must be at least sturdy enough to stand up to the workload its manufacturer says it can handle. For example, a heavy-duty utility vehicle may be advertised to hold a certain payload and number of passengers, but if it "bottoms out" over small bumps when fully loaded, it's not doing the job properly.

Light, medium, or heavy, a utility vehicle must be built to withstand its designed use. That means you have to consider every aspect of it, from tires to steering wheel.

The best way to begin your research is to ask around. Contact other sports turf professionals in your area about their utility vehicles, keeping in mind that their needs may be different than yours. "Word of mouth" is a powerful tool, and if something is unreliable, poorly constructed, or even badly designed it won't last long on the market. If you're having trouble finding end-users to speak with, ask your local dealers or distributors. They should be able to provide you with a list of references. But remember that no sane dealer or distributor is going to hand out the name of an unsatisfied customer, so as you contact these references, don't be afraid to ask blunt, hard questions about performance, reliability, dealer support in case of breakdowns, and so on.

Once you've narrowed your choice down, there are a couple of key elements to consider. They include:

• Vehicle construction — Both the vehicle's body and chassis should be constructed of materials appropriate to its designed use. In the case of heavy-duty utility vehicles, that means heavy-gauge steel, properly welded. (Welded frames are believed by a number of utility vehicle manufacturers to be superior to bolted frames.)

• Power — Today's utility vehicles come with a number of high-performance engine options. Regardless of powerplant, however, your needs are fairly simple. First, the engine must provide enough power to do the job. Of course, as any vehicle's load increases, available power (speed, torque, etc.) will decrease, and you shouldn't expect the same snappy power response from a fully loaded utility vehicle that you get in one carrying only a driver. Plus, you probably wouldn't want to travel at top speed with a fully loaded utility vehicle. However, that's not an excuse for a vehicle rated to handle a certain load to "crawl along" when that load is applied. Power should be sufficient to the task.